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Homecoming week came and Western moved back
to the razzle-dazzle aura of the Roaring Twenties.
Dormitories were transferred into speakeasies, ice
cream parlors, and “flicker” houses.
Homecoming opened officially with the Royalty
Review Talent Show, Tuesday evening in the Auditor
ium. Wednesday, students enthusiastically packed the
V. U. to vote for Queen Sigrid X X X . And that night
enjoyed the jazz of Ray Charles and the Rayettes.
Thursday brought the judges, who honored the Delta
Delite, a pink and red ice cream parlor, with first place
in Housing Displays. Second prize was captured by
the Sigma “Fliquors.” Edens came in third for its
more serious display, showing the moral decadence of
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the 20’s— including a collection of over 800 empty?
beer bottles. Thursday evening Sylvia Staton was
crowned Queen Sigrid X X X .
Games Day set the tempo for Friday’s activities.
Chariot races, pie throws and (root) beer drinking were
all part of the fun. That evening a Snake Dance lead
students through campus to the bonfire.
Saturday treated the whole towm to the Homecom
ing parade, where afterwards students watched the
Vikings lose their forty-first annual homecoming game
to the University of Puget Sound.
The Queen’s Ball ended Homecoming 1967 with
the theme “Twenty-Three Skiddoo.”
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This exclusive photo sequence, taken by
strategically-placed gang-buster cameras, shows
the tragic abduction of Dr. K. A. Murray from
his Wednesday morhing humanities lecture. Dave
“Mr. Big” Davis and his South Side Mob success
fully managed to evade Mr. G. Steer’s crack
Campus Security regiments and make a clean
get-away. Dr. Murray’s departure was mourned
by many devoted students.
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F airhaven College is a division of W estern W ashin gto n State
College. I t a t t e m p t s to provide the adv an tag es of a sma'I college
while making full use of th e resources and facilities of the larger
campus. T h e atm osp here of F airhaven is designed to intim ately
involve the stu d e n t in making his own decisions regarding his
education— w h a t he will learn and how he will learn it. T his in
tu r n requires par ticipation in a wide v ariety of learning situations
including group work, conferences, independent stud y, and field
projects.

Below are impressions of Fairhaven written by some of its first students. Housed now in Fairhaven
Hall, the College will move to permanent quarters in Hidden Valley in 1969.

“Fairhaven College is an unusual, yet exciting educational ex-perience. It
offers the uninhibited opportunity for learning under an unpressurized, free
atmosphere. When asked about my impression of this type of an education as
opposed to the conventional teaching system, I can truthfully say that Fairhaven
College gives to me the satisfaction which I have not fund elsewhere. The close
contact in the teacher-student relationship allows free expression along with the
interchange of ideas. Being subjected to this type of relationship seems to inspire
deep thinking and understanding. Such an opportunity enables me to attain the
well-roundedness needed of the student today.”

“there are walls no more the horizon instead/the dancer is
ecstatic and the child is master of the chain”

“When I asked to be considered as a Fairhaven student, I was in a sense
asking to be liberated from a system that catered to immediate specialization and
left little room for exploration into widely separated fields. In response to this,
Fairhaven has exhibited a fantastically broad, flexible, and per.ronalized program.
It has lent itself to the establishment of intimate relationships between students
and their work, and the faculty with whom they become involved.”
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‘‘As a hairhaven student I feel that I ’m receiving a very personal and br*oad
education. Being able to discuss any problems or ideas with your professors is a
great help. I like the new idea of independent study and freedom, but perhaps we
are receiving too much freedom too soon. At any rate, Fairhaven gives me a
chance to find myself and become a more respon.nble individual. I feel that it is a
wonderful opportunity for me or anyone else to be involved in such a program,
and I ’m sure that Fairhaven and education can be improved through more
experience.”

“Freedom to air opinions to other students and faculty. Appreciation of
important ideas, events and cultures of the past. Independent study to advance)
special interests. Responsibility to educate not only one’s self but also others.
Awareness of important ideas, events and cultures of the present.
Valued friendships amid group co-operation.
Fiducation inseparable from daily living.
Non-conformity at its best.”

“Fairhaven makes education a more meaningful experience by placing the
responsibility for learning directly on the student.”

“Fairhaven is Beauty.”

§s

“The Main Lounge is one of the more
versatile facilities in the Union.”
Navigator, p. 2.
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“Students associate
with members of the
faculty in the search
for truth, wisdom,
and beauty.”
Catalog, p. 8.

“A student doing
extensive outside
work is expected to
reduce his scholastic
program accordingly.”
Catalog, p. 34.
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“The occupant furnishes blankets, towels, alarm clocks, and other personal
necessities.” Catalog, p. 24.

“Students are
encouraged to become
involved in some aspect
of the out-of-class
activity program.”
Catalog, p. 31.
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“Students may
substitute another
activity for aquatics
upon demonstrating
competence in
swimming.”
Catalog, p. 41.

“Married students and graduate students are free to make their own housing,
arrangements.” Catalog, p. 24.
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“The physical plant of
the College is being
expanded rapidly to
keep pace with growing
student enrollments.”
Catalog, p. 10.

“The College makes every
effort to provide an
opportunity for higher
education to all qualified
applicants.” Catalog, p. 15.
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“With the facilities of a
regulation theater-size
stage, students have an
excellent opportunity
for both acting and
production.”
Catalog,, p. 31.
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J.B.

The trials of Job: one of the oldest,
possibly most significant, and certainly
one of the most agonizingly beautiful
dramas in history. Archibald MacLeisb’s
J. B. was presented by the Western Play
ers for three nights in the auditorium.
The cast— Bill Barwise as J. B., Val
Smith as Sarah, his wife, Jim Korski as
God, and Dennis Catrell as the cynical
Satan— all combined to put forth a very
convincing interpretation.

Bage nineteen
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Pre-revolutionary Russia formed the
background for the Western Players’
production of Anton Chekhov’s Uncle
Vanya. Dr. Thomas Napiecinski, direct
or, attempted to portray the “sense of
frustration and boredom” which was, in
part, “the ferment and frustration that
caused the revolution.” The cast in
cluded Gary Ramey as Serebrykov;
Judie Score as Yelena; Tina Collier as
Sonya; Wendy Frits as Marya; Vern
Privitt as Uncle Vanya; Vaughn Mitchell
as Astrov; Preston Boyd as Telyegin;
Betty Macaluso as Marina; and Angus
McLane as a laborer.

I
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R/ELy ChELrles
Ray Charles provided Westerners with a fabulous
Homecoming concert on November 1. Pianist-vocalist
Ray Charles is one of the most musically puzzling
individuals in the jazz-pop field. Using the vocal
instrument in all its basic inflections, Charles grinds
and croons, bellows and spits, trips and pounds. The
fantastic variety and compulsion of his voice pulsates
through the mind and body, forcing the listener into a
strange and wonderful world where words seem incon
sequential.

A third speaker at the symposium, Loren Ranton,
state executive director of the National Council of
Crime and Delinquency, spoke on the connection be
tween drug usage and juvenile crime. “No single cause,
no one set of circumstances you can put your finger
on, makes a young person a juvenile delinquent,” he
said. Instead, elements ranging from those found in our
own society—such as family breakdown, de-personal
ization, and ghettoes—to “uncertain world conditions”
combine to produce delinquents.
Bela, HDetreltoy

Crime Ecnd Oz-ugs

Dr. Sidney Cohen led the speakers in the Crime
and Drug symposium held the first week of November.
Cohen cited studies he has conducted which indicate
that confusion and organic brain damage can result
from LSD usage. “People are taking LSD not to know
themselves and the universe, but for the hedonistic
high that it provides,” he said.
Frank Larkworthy of the Los Angeles Bureau of
Drug Abuse Control, went on to outline the three
major categories of drugs dealt with by the Bureau.
Larkworthy noted that in the U. S. mescaline is the
only legal hallucinogen, but legal users must be Indians
and members of the Native American Church.

A new Western faculty member and a Hungarian
concert violinist from Copenhagen, Denmark, Bela
Detrekoy, made his American concert debut at a
special faculty concert on October 25, in the Auditor
ium. Detrekoy is an associate professor here and heads
the string program in the Department of Music. A
graduate of the Franz Liszt Academy of Music in
Budapest, Hungary, Detrekoy has also received the
coveted diploma from the International Competition
at Geneva, Switzerland. He is a former member of the
Royal Copenhagen Orchestra and has presented con
certos throughout Europe. We welcome him to our
campus.
Page twenty-one

Nelson, and Neal

Nelson and Neal, a husband and wife piano team,
presented a concert in the auditorium November 14.
Allison Nelson, an Australian, and Harry Neal, an
American met and married while students at Curtis
Institute of Music in Philadelphia. They presented a
lively concert which included four-hand piano literature
composed by Chopin, Liszt, Brahms, Mendelssohn,
and Schubert.

helpless man. The dances were like some fantastic
excursion into inner space, into the darkest and
deepest areas of the human soul. Expressing in dance
all of the nameless sin, guilt, terror, agony, loneliness
and isolation of our century, their performance was
like a twentieth century Dante. Anna Sokolow’s com
pany had a depressing but all too accurate view of
life, and our society. It was Hell, it was our own mad
bouse.
Svizu.lK.i "Violinists

October 2 was the date of the Seekers performance
to a full house in Carver Gymnasium. The group hails
from Australia where they first besan singing together
in 1964. Their first hit was “I’ll Never Find Another
You”—their latest—the movie theme, “Georgy Girl.”
-A
-X
ina, Soltolow IDa.no©r*s

The Anna Sokolow dancers performed to a large
audience in the auditorium November 3, showing
through ballet a penetrating and disturbing view of

Orinae and. XDmgs
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Ten young Japanese children who have studied
under the famous Suzuki method performed October 8
in the Auditorium. The children, many of whom
started playing at the age of three, were led by Mr.
Hirose and Mr. Denda. Although some of his students
have become professional artists. Dr. Suzuki maintains
that the primary purpose of his program is to give
more children an opportunity to develop their re
markable potential for music making. The highlight
of the evening’s performance was the joint performance
by students of the Suzuki method Ijoth from Japan
and the United States.

B ela Betrelsioy
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Footloa-11 S e a so n

Handicapped by a lack of depth, Western’s foot
ball team only managed to pull three wins out of its
nine-game season hat. Dave Weedman, Pat Brewin,
Bob Unick, Monty Montgomery, and Jack Dolan
headed up the list of returning lettermen, which also
included A1 Anderson, A1 Divina, Joe Henry, Fred
Sundquist, Bob Penny, Gary McCauley, Tom Schmidt,
Neil Comhelic and Bill Nelson. Their experience, how
ever, could not overcome the general inexperience of
the team, one-third of whose members were first-year
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Ten years ago saw the organization of the fast action sport,
Rugby, at WWSC. Beginning as an intram ural sport in 1958 it
progressed into the Varsity field in 1960, where it remained until
last year. Unable to function under the athletic departm ent the game
has now changed into one of the college’s most active clubs.
I t is the casualness and informality th a t makes Rugby such a
success as a club. After each game animosities are forgotten and all
players leave the field congratulating the opponent for their efforts,
win, lose or draw.

IR.'u.g'by
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Coach Boyd Long has seven
returning

letterm en

on

his

wrestling team this season. They
are: M artin Potts, Don Ander
son, Kent Vander Veer, Bruce
Anderson, Dan Thomas, H arry
Smith and Gary Rasmussen. The
15-20 man team

competes in

nine weight classifications in col
lege wrestling.

restliiT.g
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WWSC students find a variety of activities in which they may indulge during
the course of one quarter. One of the outstanding activities of Fall Q uarter was
Club SIS. Held in the coffee shop week-ends their titles ranged from “ Meaner
Than Hell” to “The G reat Pumpkin Strikes Again.” Bag Dances, car smash and
the Coffee Shop all provided their own types of fun. The re-opening of the G rotto
seemed to be a big success; it supplied a painless atmosphere for class dodgers.
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To some students the Klipsun is a book of fond memories, to be looked at
twice then set aside for the years to pass. To others the Klipsun is a ghastly
waste of ASB funds. For these reasons there has been a gradual evolution taking
place in the yearbook — from Klipsun 65 to Klipsun 67.
It is a fair question to ask “Just w hat sort of philosophy lies behind all
this.?” The answer — there is a place here for a yearbook, but not one of any
traditional form. A straight-line sales-graph — straight down — has demon
strated the latter. Yearbooks have remained an extension of a high school cli
mate, trying to picture every student and every organization instead of giving
an overall picture of the year. So with a rising population of 6,000 the Klipsun
has evolved into a magazine format. Our aims are to give an overall picture of
life and fun at Western, quarter by quarter. We would also like to publish a
fourth issue entitled Housing. This may serve as the “reference” that so many
students seek to use the Klipsun for.
As experimentation is an integral part of any college, this is only in the ex
periment stage. Student opinion has shown that the former traditional yearbook
has not been a success. Should under-ground swells decide this experiment to be
a failure we hope they will voice their opinion through proper channels rather
than infantile demonstrations.
Due to resignations this issue is late. Our intentions were good but we
found ourselves trapped by time and a great lack of staff. We hope the next two
issues will provide more of a personal feeling and better coverage of events.
Ann Mortensen

Editor
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